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Surface Session
The Surface Pro 3 is a revolutionary device that can replace your laptop. Sporting a larger 12”
screen, it is the thinnest device ever made to run an Intel Core chipset. With breakthrough
innovations in the pen, kickstand and keyboard, no other device comes close to what the
Surface Pro 3 can do. Customers like Coca-Cola, BMW and LVMH have already signed up to
purchase Surface Pro 3s for their companies.
Join this session to learn more about what makes the Surface Pro 3 unique and see how it fits
into Microsoft’s overall vision for enterprise mobility. This is also your exclusive opportunity to
get your hands on the Surface Pro 3 before it becomes available to the public!

Windows Session
At Microsoft we are staying agile and responsive to customer feedback and continue to make
improvements to Windows. Windows 8 was released in October 2012 with a new modern UI
optimized for touch. One year later Windows 8.1 was released with UI and MDM enhancements.
And now Windows 8.1 Update has made the UI more friendly to mouse and keyboard users.
In this session we will provide a brief overview of Windows 8.1 Update and then dive into a deep
discussion of what our customers have asked for in the next version of Windows. Join this
interactive session to get a glimpse of our key priority areas and help us shape the future of
Windows.

Windows Phone Session
2013 PC Magazine readers gave Nokia Lumia phones with Windows Phone 8 the highest ratings
for every business end-user satisfaction measure. Windows Phone 8.1 is packed with even more
end-user delighters – the Cortana personal digital assistant, Word Flow (which enables one of
the fastest keyboards in the world), Action Center for quicker notifications, better Skype
integration and more.
In this session, we will focus on how we’re also making Windows Phone 8.1 easier for businesses
and IT professionals. Join this session to see expert demos and get details on features like
customizable MDM enrollment, new MDM policies, LOB application & certificate management,
S/MIME and VPN.

